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Nicola Walker

Nicola Walker is an NPC controlled by Charaa who appears in Mining Guild.

Nicola Walker
Species & Gender humanoid female

Organization: Mining Guild
Occupation: Management

Rank: Branch Head
Current Placement: Nephis System

Character Description

Height: 5'9
Weight: 100lbs
Eye color: Violet
Hair color: white
Hair style: kept short and neat
BWH: 32B 20 21
skin: light blue
extra features: eyes glowing, ridges along the arms, glowing markings on the body.

Personality

Nicola is a confident girl, able to keep calm under pressure, while also being humble with willingness to
listen to advice, and think things through. To others she’s friendly, since she wanted to create a pleasant
work environment, but that doesn’t mean she won’t be strict since the Miners are in potentially
dangerous areas even with the ANT power armor. She’s interested in seeing the Mining Guild grow and
expand, as well as the New Dusk Conclave

History

Nicola emerged into existence 9 months ago, in one of the New Dusk Conclave’s cloning tanks, where
she became interested in the civilian workforce rather than the military, and thus she entered the
emerged Mining Guild where she became an initiate. Her confidence and leadership qualities were
evident when she told her boss Overseer Alara Botkid about possible safety issues and her ideas about
how this issue can be rectified. Alara later put her in charge of a shift, to test her leadership skills, and
they both were pleased with the results.

Nicola advanced to Overseer and thus was moved to a new mine, before the CEO decided to expand,
some with the NDC to the Nephis system, where Nicola was placed in charge as Branch head.
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Relationships

Mining Guild
Astrid Kurosaki CEO of Mining Guild
Aeta Kurosaki COO of Mining Guild
Toji Friend
Alara Botkid former superior

Inventory

Salvage

Silver dining utensil (YE 44 Salvage Giveaway, TC: 89-16, IC: 1392-3481-95)
Ke-M2-D3000 Forearm Ellipsoid Shield (YE 44 Salvage Giveaway, TC: 5-27, IC: 187-5862-32)
Miscellaneous TOWELS components (YE 44 Salvage Giveaway, TC: 42-57, IC: 2409-12369-95)
Grand Piano
Music Data Disk/Album - Chillwave
Gold necklace

OOC Notes

This NPC was created by Charaa on 2020/09/09 17:13.

Charaa’s Will

Character Data
Character Name Nicola Walker
Character Owner Charaa
Character Status NPC In Use By GM or FM
Current Location SX-02 “Nephis”
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